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On Context-Free Matrix Forms 
RAIJA LEIP£L£ 
Department ofMathematics, University of Turku, Turku, Finland 
The notion of a grammar form is extended to context-free matrix grammars 
yielding so-called matrix forms. Their reduction and completeness properties 
are studied and some normal-form results and complete matrix forms are 
presented. The closure properties of language families ~°(F) obtained from 
a matrix form F are also examined. The type of interpretation applied here 
corresponds to strict interpretations of ordinary context-free grammar forms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notions of a grammar form and its interpretations were introduced by 
Cremers and Ginsburg (1975). Every grammar can be considered as a grammar 
form which has an infinite number of interpretations, each interpretation yielding 
a specific grammar structurally related to the original one. The notions of a form 
and its interpretations were applied to context-free grammars in many papers 
(see Ginsburg (1977)), to non-context-free grammars by Maurer, Penttonen, 
Salomaa, and Wood (1977) and to L-systems, for instance, by Maurer, Salomaa, 
and Wood (1977). The control sets on context-free grammar forms were examined 
by Greibach (1977). 
In this paper we apply the concepts of a form and its interpretations tocontext- 
free grammars added with a control device, namely, to context-free matrix gram- 
mars. Some of the results are generalizations of known results concerning 
context-free grammar forms, whereas most of the results depend heavily on the 
control structure due to the underlying matrix grammar. We believe that the 
results shed new light both on the theory of grammar forms and the classical 
theory of matrix grammars. 
In addition to the introduction, this paper contains four sections. The basic 
concepts of a matrix grammar, matrix form, and an interpretation are introduced 
in Section 2. Section 3 gives a method for replacing a given matrix form by an 
equivalent matrix form, where all matrices consist of at most two productions 
with right-side length less than or equal to two. We also show some simulation 
results by which the language family 2~°(F) generated by a matrix form F remains 
unaltered under certain conditions although a matrix is deleted fromF. Section 4 
deals with the completeness of matrix forms. Some complete matrix forms are 
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presented and conditions under which a matrix form is complete are examined. 
In Section 5 the closure properties of ~(F )  are studied when F is a matrix form. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basis of formal language theory. 
For all unexplained notations, the reader is referred to Salomaa (1973). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
In this section we review some basic definitions and introduce the concepts of 
a matrix form and its interpretations. We also mention some results that easily 
carry over from Cremers and Ginsburg (1975). 
DEFINITION" 2.1. A matrix grammar is an ordered quadruple G : (V•, 
VT, M, S), where V u and V r are disjoint alphabets, S is in VN, and M is a 
finite set of finite nonempty sequences whose elements are ordered pairs 
(P, Q), P ~ V*V  My*, Q E V*, V : V N w Vr . 
The pairs are referred to as productions and written P -+ Q. The sequences are 
referred to as matrices and written 
m = [P~--+ Qt ,..., P~--+ Q~], r >/1.  (2.1) 
Elements of V N and VT are nonterminals and terminals, respectively, and S is 
the start variable. 
Let M,  be the collection of all productions appearing i  the matrices m of a 
matrix grammar G. Then the matrix grammar G is regular, linear, context-free 
)~-free, etc. iff the grammar G 1 = (VN, VT, M, ,  S) has the corresponding 
property. 
For a matrix grammar G, we define on the set V* a binary relation ~o or, 
in short, ~ as follows. For any P, Q ~ V*, P ~ Q holds iff there exist an integer 
r >~ 1 and words 
pl,..., pr+l, PI ,..., P~. , Q1 ..... Q-,. , R1 .... , Rr , R1,..., Rr 
over V such that 
(i) p1 = p and pr+l = Q, 
(ii) the matrix (2.1) is one of the matrices of G, and 
(iii) Pi  = RiPiR i and pi+l = RiQiRi for every i = 1,..., r. 
Let ~ ~' be the reflexive transitive closure of the relation ~.  The language 
generated by the matrix grammar G is defined by 
L(G) = {P e V~ i S ~ * P}. 
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A word P over V generates Q, in symbols, P ~*  Q iff there is a finite sequence 
of words over V 
Po , P1 ..... P~ , k >~ O, 
where P0 = P, Pk = Q, and Pi => Pi+l for 0 ~< i ~< k --  1. The sequence 
P0 .... , P~ is referred to as a derivation of Q from P, in symbols, P = P0 ~ 
P1 ~ "'" ~P~ =Q-  
DEFINITION 2.2. A matrix form is an ordered 6-tuple F = (~/'N, Y~, V~, 
VT, M, S), where 
(i) YfN and #T are disjoint infinite sets of abstract symbols, and 
(ii) GF = (VN, Vr ,  M, S) is a matrix grammar with V N_C YfN and 
v~_c%.  
We assume throughout his work that Y/~N and ~ are fixed infinite sets 
satisfying condition (i). All matrix forms discussed are always with respect o 
~/'N and ~,  so we can identify a given matrix grammar G with the matrix form 
F=(%,%,a) .  
DEFINITION 2.3. An interpretation of a matrix form F = (Y~_v, ~r ,  VN, 
Vr , M, S) is a 5-tuple I = (l*, Vlvi , Vrl , M1, St), where 
(1) /, is a substitution on (V N v) VT)* such that/~(a) is a finite subset of 
for each element a in Vr , / , (A)  is a finite subset of :~'N for each element A in 
V~v, and 
~(~) c~ ~(5) = 
for each c~, fl ~ V, a ~/3,  
(2) M z is a subset of/~(M) = (.J~u/~(m), where 
/~(m) =/~([P1 -+ Q1 ..... P ,  --+ Or]) 
= {[Pl -~ 01 ,..., P,  -~ 0d  I P~ ~ ~(P,), 04 e u(9~) 
for every i = 1,..., r}, 
(3) & is in/x(S), 
(4) VN~ contains the set of all symbols in ~/'N which occur in M r ~ {S,}, and 
(5) Vrl contains the set of all symbols in Y/~r which occur in MI .  
The matrix grammar G1 = (V~¢l, Vr i ,  M~, Sx) is called the grammar of I. 
I f  a matrix grammar G is the grammar of an interpretation I of the matrix form 
F = (~N, ~PT, GF), we can say shortly that G is an interpretation ofthe grammar 
Ge or of the matrix form F. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. For each matrix form F, 
if(F) = {G I ] I an interpretation of F} 
is called the family of grammars o f f  and 
~(F)  = {L(G,) I G, in N(F)} 
the language family ofF. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Matrix forms F 1 and F 2 are said to be strongly equivalent 
if N(F1) = N(Fe), and weakly equivalent or briefly equivalent if £a(F1) = ~gO(F2). 
DEFINITION 2.6. A matrix form F is called regular, linear, context-free, or 
A-free iff the matrix grammar V F is, respectively, regular, linear, context-free, 
or )t-free. 
We conclude this section by presenting, without proofs, some results analogous 
to those on grammar forms in Cremers and Ginsburg (1975). 
THEOREM 2.1. (i) For an arbitrary matrix grammar G and an arbitrary matrix 
form F, the problem of determining whether or not G is an interpretation of F is 
solvable. 
(ii) Let F and F be matrix forms. Then GF is an interpretation of F iff 
~(f) c ~(F). 
(iii) It is decidable for arbitrary matrix forms F and F whether or not they are 
strongly equivalent. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F be a matrix form and I = (t~, G,) an interpretation ofF.  
Then for each derivation Qo => Qx =~ "'" => Q~ in GI, t,-l(Qo) => t,-l(Ql) => 
• " => lX-l(Qk) is a derivation in G F . 
Convention. Unless stated otherwise, we mean by a matrix form throughout 
the rest of this work a context-free matrix form. 
3. REDUCTION OF MATRIX FORMS 
In this section we show that every matrix form can be replaced by an equivalent 
matrix form where all matrices consist of at most two productions with right-hand 
side of length less than or equal to two. We conclude the section by presenting 
some simulation results needed in the sequel. 
THEOREM 3.1. For every matrix form F, one can construct an equivalent matrix 
form if, where every matrix containing terminal etters is of the form [A --~ a]. 
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Proof. Let F = (VN, g r ,  M, S) be a matrix form with M = {m a ,..., m~}, 
where m~ = [_5(1 ~ -+ P~,..., X~m -+ P~m]" We replace every terminal etter a 
appearing in the words P~.~ (i = 1 .... , k, j = 1,..., n(i)) by a new nonterminal X a 
and add the matrices [X~ --~ a]. It is easy to show that the new matrix form ff is 
equivalent to F. | 
Analogously to Theorem 3.1 we can prove: 
THEOREM 3.2. For every matrix form F one can construct an equivalent matrix 
form F, where every matrix containing the empty word ~ is of the form [A -7~ ~]. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  F = (TIN, Vr,  M, S) and F = (g  N u {N1, N2) , g r ,  ]~r, S) 
are matrix forms with 
M = M'  u {[X~ --+ P~ ..... X~_~ -+  P~-I, Xi -+ R, Qi,  X/+l - -+  P,+I ,..-, X .  -+ P.]} 
and 
M = M'  u {[X~ --+ P~ .... , X,_~ -+ P,_~, X,  -+ N~N2, N --+ Ri ,  
N2 -+ Q,,  x ,+t -~ Pi+l .... , x~ --~ P~]}, 
then F and F are equivalent. 
Proof. I t  has to be shown that AV(F) ----- ~(F) .  It is trivial to prove that 
~L~°(F) _C 5¢(F). Thus we only show that ~(F)_C ~W(F). Let L be an arbitrary 
language from .W(ff) and i = (/2, g~i , VTi , M i ,  Si) an interpretation of ff 
such that L = L(Gi). We define a substitution/, by/z(a) =/2(a) for all a in 
Vy td Vr .  Let us assume that /2(N) c~ M I = { ,  where ~ = [X~ --~ P~ ,..., 
X~ --~ N~N~ , Nx --+ R~ , N2 -+ Qi ,..., x~ -+ P,~]. We choose I = (/x, V m -- 
/2(N~) --/2(N2), g r i ,  Mi ,  SI). Now I is an interpretation of F and L = L(G,). 
Let us then assume that 
~ J  --+ ~)i# ..... Xn# --+ Pna] I j = 1,..., t}. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose these matrices enumerated so that in 
the r first matrices both ]~l J  = Naj-' and P72j = N£j-' and in the other matrices 
~lJ  =/= 2V~ or -]V-e3" =/= -]V£~ • We now choose 
M I = (M i --/2(m)) u {[J?~j -+/5  ,---, 2 ,  5 ___>/~,j~,j .... , &~. -+/~nj] i = 1,..., r}. 
Then I = (/~, V m --/2(N1) --/2(N2) , Vrz , 2141, St) is an interpretation of F 
andL  =L(GI ) .  | 
DEFINITION 3.1. A matrix form F = (VN, V T , M, S) is said to be short 
if the condition [X 1 -+ P1 .... , X~ --~ Pn] E M implies [ P~ ] ~< 2 for all i = 
1,..., n. 
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For an arbitrary matrix form F =(UN,  Vr ,  M, S) with M = {[Xii --~ 
i i Pli,.. . ,X,~(i)---+P~j l i = 1,...,k} we denote by maxr(F) the number 
max{1Pj~[I i=  1,..., k , j  = 1,..., n(i)} (see Maurer, Salomaa, and Wood (1977)). 
THEOREM 3.3. For every matrix form F = (VN, Vr ,  M, S) an equivalent 
short matrix form F'  = (V'N , Vr , M',  S) can be constructed, 
Proof. I f  maxr (F) ~< 2 then F is already short and nothing has to be shown. 
If  maxr (F) = t ~ 3 we construct an equivalent matrix form/~ = (VN, VT, 
2~, S) such that maxr (F) < maxr (F). By repeating this process the desired F '  
is finally obtained. 
i i Now let M = {mi I i = 1,..., k}, where mi = [ Pl ,'", p~(~)] and psi: X~ i --+ P /  
for all i = 1 .... , h and j = 1,..., n(i). For every production p / le t  Nlj and N~j 
be two new nonterminals and let 
, ) 
VN = VN U ( U {N~, N~j} . 
• i= i  . . . . .  k 
j= l  . . . . .  n ( i )  
We then define M = {~i ] i  = 1,..., k), where every mi is obtained from mi 
as follows. Let psi: X~ i --.'- p j i  be a production of mi • If  P~.~ = %~2 "" ~ with a i 
in V~ k) VT for every i = 1,..., t then pj ~ is replaced by the productions Xs i -~ 
i ~ i - i  " • "" N20- -> a~ On the other hand if ] Pj* [ < t hen N~jN~j , Nl j  --> c~lc~ 2 c~_ 1 , 
p / i s  accepted to mi without any changes. Using Lemma 3.1 after each replace- 
ment we can verify that ~-CP(F) = ~f(F). | 
THEOREM 3.4. For every matrix form F there is an equivalent short matrix 
form F', where every matrix contains at most two productions. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 we may suppose that t7 =_ (VN, I /r ,  M, S) is a 
short matrix form. If  every matrix in M contains only one or two productions 
then there is nothing to prove. Let us now assume that there is in M a matrix m, 
m =- [A 1 --~ P1 ,  A2 --> P2 ..... A~ --> P~], 
with n >~ 3. We construct an equivalent short matrix form/~ = (VN, VT, 
M, S), where m is replaced by matrices containing at most n - -  1 productions. 
By repeating this process we obtain an equivalent short matrix form, where m 
is replaced by matrices containing at most two productions. Using the same 
procedure with respect o all matrices consisting of more than two productions 
we finally obtain the desired matrix form F' .  
By Theorem 3.2 we may suppose that in matrix m, Pi :/= A for all i ----- 1,..., n. 
By Theorem 3.1 we may assume also that no word Pi contains terminal etters. 
Because F is short, we have either P~ = B l or P1 = B1C1, where B 1 and C 1 are 
nonterminal symbols. Let X1 ~, X~ ~, Z% X~I "~, X2~,..., X~ ~, Y1 "~, 172%... , Y,~ 
be new nonterminals. 
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(1) I f  P I  = B1 we replace the matrix m by the set Mm of matrices, where 
Mm = {[A 1 --> X I~ , A 2 --> X~] ,  [_3[2 m -+ P2 , Aa --> Pa ,..., An  -~ Zm], 
[X~ '~--> B~, Zm--> P~]} t_) {[A~ --> Xk~], [A 2--~ P2 ,..-, Ae-1 --~ Pe-~, 
X~ ~--+ P , ,  A,+I --~ Pk+l ..... A ,  -+ P~] [ 3k e {2 ..... n} ~ A~ = B1}. 
(2) I f  P1 = B1C1 we replace m by the set M~,  where 
M~ = {[A~ --~ X~ ~, A s -+ X~] ,  
[x~ --. e~,  A3 ~ P~ ,..., A .  ~ Z'q,  [Xl ~ ~ NQ,  z~ - .  P.]} 
v {[& ~ x~Yl~] ,  [& --, P~ ,..., & - i  -+ P,-1, ~ --- P~, 
A~+l -+ P/¢+1 .... , An  ~ Z~n], 
[Y1 m ~ (71, Z m ~ P~] ] 3k e {2 ..... n} ~ B 1 = Ak} 
u {[A~ ~ x~mY2~], [.4~ ~ p~ .... , & - ,  ~ P~- I ,  Y~ ~ P~,  
A~+I --" P~+I ,'", A~ --,- Zm], 
[x~ -+ B1, Z~- ,  P~] l 3k ~ {2,.., ~} ~ C~ = &} 
u {[&--,  X~Y~m],  [A~ ~ P~ ,..., X~ Z'~ ..... r~  ~ e~ ,..., A ,  ~ P,] I 
qk , /E{2 , . . . ,n}~Bt  = A~,  CI = A~,  k < l} 
3k, l~{2 ..... n}~B 1 =A~,C l=A~, l<k}.  
Now clearly in each case the replacing matrices are short and contain at most 
n - -  1 productions. Also ;~ and terminal etters do not appear. In addition the 
replacing matrices do not change the generation capacity of the matrix form F. 
This can be shown in every case separately. 
Let us show, for example, that the matrix form F is equivalent to the matrix 
form F 1 which is obtained from F by replacing the matrix m = [A 1 -+ B 1 , 
A~ --+ P2 ,..., A~ -+ P,~], where B 1 = A 3 and B 1 =/= A~ for all k e {2, 4, 5,..., n}, 
by the matrices/r/1 = [A  1 --+ Xl  fa, A 2 ~ X2m], m 2 = [X2 m ---+ P2 ,13  ~ t)3 ..... 
A n --+ Z~], m 3 = [Xlm --+ B1, Z ~ --+ P~], m, 1 = [A 1 --+ Xs~], and m 5 = [A~ ~ P~, 
X-~ ~ --~ P~, A~ --~ P~ ,..., A~ --~ P~]. 
First let L ~ £¢(F) be an arbitrary language and I = (/~, V m , Vr l ,  Mz ,  Sz) an 
interpretation o f f  such that L = L(G~). We construct an interpretation 11of F~ 
such that L = L(G I ) .  I f  M~ ~/x(m) = N then I is also an interpretation of F~ 
and L e ~f(F~). Let then 
M 1 t'3 t,(m) = {m ~ ] i = 1 ..... r}, 
where 
m i = [2{~ __+ ~i ,  z~2i ~ p2,, A~ __+ pal ..... z{ :  --+ P , ' ] .  
Let us assume the enumeration of the matrices m i such that Bx ~ = Aa* for all 
i = 1 ..... r '  ~ r. (Note that /~i  v~ ~i  for all i = 1,..., r and j = 2, 4, 5,..., n 
by the definition of interpretation.) For the interpretation 11we choose 
MI~ = (M~ - -  t~(m)) ~ {m~ i, m2 i, m~ ~ [ i --= 1 .... , r} k9 {m~ , mj  ] j  = 1 ..... r'}, 
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where 
and 
m~' = [A~-+ X~ '~, A2~--~ X.~'~], 
m 2' = [X~'~-+ if2 ~, _/~`3~--+ ff`3¢,..., _/tn~--+ Zm'~], 
m,' = [X?'i--~ B~', Z~'"---> ffni], 
"3 J ~ 
msJ = [z{ 5__+/~2J, _~.J___~ /5 ,, _/~4~ +/~#,...,  z~nJ ___> fin']- 
(If B I *@ A3 * for all i = 1 .... , r then we choose Mq = (M I - - /~(m))U  
{ml i, m~ i, m3 i [ i = 1,..., r}.) Let Sq = S I . I t  can now be shown that L(Gq) 
L(ai). 
Then letL be an arbitrary language of ~-~(F~) andI~ = (~,  Vm~ , VTq, Mq,  Sx~) 
an interpretation of F 1 such that L = L(Gq). We construct an interpretation [ 
of F such that L = L(GI). 
Let us denote 
M 6 n/~1(ml) = {ml' 
-/~/& n /z l (m2)  = {m 2' 
-~/h n/~1(m8) = (m`3' 
M,~ n ,dm~) = (md 
and 
Mtl ~ /zl(m5) ~- {mJ 
where 
and 
i = 1,..., kl}, 
i : 1,..., k2}, 
i = l,..., k`3}, 
j = 1 .... , k4}, 
j = 1 ..... ks}, 
~i  7~r~,i ~ i  - -+  m, i  
ml ~ = [A l l -+  X21 ], Xn , A21 
m/= [x~"~ ~,  ~:~ -~ P~2 ..... ~ ~ z~,,'], 
m 3' = [X~,~--+/~`3,  z~n:'--+ P~`3], 
mg = [A'~ ~ X`3~-"'J], 
m5 ~ [z{~5 ---:" figs, X~5 d--+ ff~5 ,-.., ~5  -+ J695]. 
643]39]2-4 
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Let  M o = Mq - -  (Ui=ls/h(mi) ) = {[y11 ~ Q i, y2i --> Q~*,..., Yn(i)i __.> Qn(o]i ] 
i = 1,..., l} and t = max{n(/) i = 1,..., 1}. Now we define the sets M~,..., M t 
such that for all k a {1 ..... t} 
M ~ {[V /~ ~ ; " ~ m,~ = Q1 ..... x~, '~Q~ x~ ,~.... , -~Q.  .... , xh  ~Q~. . . . ,  
Y,O') --" Q~(s)] ]J e {1 ..... 1}, ~{s~, sz ,..., s~} _c {1,..., n(j)}, 
{i l ,  i2 , ' " ,  i/c} C {1 .... , k3 } ~ y~ - i l  yS ~i2 ] -ik =Bla ,  ~=Baa, . . . ,Y~ =Bla  }. 
We now choose S~ = SI~ and 
M s = M o u (M 1 k.) M 2 U "'" t.3 M t) k.) M 1 ~ M e U M s , 
where 
MI= 
M~ = 
and 
[3:1 - .  x;"/, & -~ x~.'] ~ M, 1 (3 ~1(ml), [X~'" -~ P~i, ~;  -+ ~;  ..... 
- i '  ' m,~,, Z2,C" -i" ---> B13, ~ P~3] e M 5 &~ z~ "~ ] e M,~ r~ nl(m~), [X;~ --, - ~" 
(3 tq(m3), X~"  = X~ "i", X~ "i = X~' i ;  z~'i" = Z~'i"}, 
{EA: I  ~ - ~" ,  -~ -~ '  ~ '~ . . . .  & .~"  -->- - ' "  B13 A21 --* P22, ,. ., 
[x~11 --->- X~I 'i, .~z1~1  X~l  "i] ~ Met (3/~1(ml), CX~'i '-~ - f i~ , _,~; --~ fi~; ,..., 
~i" ' ra, i" ~i" Z?'*  ~ ~i" An~ ~ Z2 "i] e MII (3 t~l(me), [X/a --+ BI~, " Pna] e M h 
,m \ x m,i xm, i  ,, x~l , i  re,i, z~, i ,  m,i" -i" -~ = = Xe2 , Z3 ,A3~ = Bla } (3~1t a), n la , 
I t  can now be shown rather easily thatL (Gq)  = L(Gs). I 
We can now ask whether it is possible to choose a number  k such that for 
every matr ix form F there exists an equivalent matr ix form F '  with at most k 
matrices. The  answer is no. This  can be verif ied by examining, for example, the 
matr ix  form F = ({S}, {a I .... , ak}, M,  S), where M = {[S --~ A], [S -+ al], 
[S --+ a~2], [S -+ a3 8] ..... [S -+ aT~e]}. Now F contains k + 1 matrices but  it is 
easy to see that there does not exist a matr ix form F'  with at most k matrices 
such that ~(F )  = ~-Cf(F'). 
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We show in the sequel that it is possible, under certain circumstances, to 
delete a matrix from a matrix form F so that ~q°(F) remains unaltered. 
LEMMA 3.2. LetF  = (VN,  Vr ,  M ,  S)  andF '  = (VN,  VT ,  34 U {IX-+ P]), S) 
i i be matr ix  forms with M = {m! , m 2 ..... ink} , where mi = [P l  , P2,. . . ,  P~m)]i and 
p~ : X j  i --~ P / .  I f  there is according to G v a derivation X ~ * P then the matr ix 
forms F and F '  are equivalent. 
Proof. Clearly ~q(F) _C 5¢(F'). Thus it is enough to show that ~(F ' )  C ~(F) .  
Let L be an arbitrary language in ~q(F') and I '  = (/~', ~w'  , VTf  , MI '  , S f )  an 
interpretation of F '  such that L = L(GI ' ) .  We shall construct an interpretation I 
o f f  satisfying the condition L = L(GI) .  
I f /~'([X -+ P]) (5 Mf  = ;~ then I '  is also an interpretation of F and L is in 
~(F) .  Let us then assume that/z'([X -+ P]) ~ M(  = {[-~ --+ ff~] I v = 1 ..... t}. 
By changing the enumeration and enumerating the same matrix more than once 
if needed, we may suppose that the matrices m a , m 2 ,..., mz satisfy the condition 
X=321 ~*Q~ =Q2 ~ "'" ~Q~=P.  
Let us examine this derivation production-by-production. It can be characterized 
in terms of a generation tree from which the word P is obtained by reading the 
leaves from left to right. Every node of the tree which is not a leaf corresponds 
to one X / .  These nodes are now relabeled by the corresponding X/ ' s .  
We define for every matrix m i with i in {1,..., l} a set (mini v = l ..... t} of 
matrices. For this purpose let v a{1,. . . ,  t} be an arbitrary fixed number and 
p/ :  X / - -+  P~ a production of an arbitrary matrix mi,  ia{1 , . . . , l} .  Now the 
nonterminal X /  = Y is replaced by Y( i , j ,  v) if ( i , j )  v~ (1, 1) and by X, if 
( i , j )  = (1, 1). If P / i s  the empty word then it is not changed. Let us then assume 
that P~ = ~1c¢2 "'" ~s(id) • We replace all the letters c~r, 1 ~ r ~-~ s( i , j ) ,  in the 
following manner. If ar =/3  appears in the generation tree as a node labeled 
by X~; then it is replaced by/3(i ' , j ' ,  ~). Suppose then that a,. appears as a leaf. 
If it is the ruth leaf from the left-hand side without counting the leaves labeled 
by ;~, then ar is replaced by the ruth letter o f /5 .  We do these replacements for all 
j = 1 ..... n(i) and i = 1 ..... l with every v in {l ..... t}. 
We define a substitution/z by 
t~(a) = iz'(a) for every a ~ V T 
tz(X)  = tz ' (X)  k; {X( i , j ,  v) ] i = 1 ..... l , j  = l .... , n(i), v = 1 ..... t} 
for every X e V N .  
Let now V~. 1 = tx(VN), Vr i  = Vr f  , Sx = St" , and 
M~ = (Mr' --  ~ ' ( [X -*  P])) u (rn~ l i = 1,..., l, ~ = 1 ..... t}. 
Then clearly I : (i x, VN~ , Vr l  , M I  , St)  is an interpretation ofF.  The matrices 
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re~ ", i = 1,..., l, replace the matrix [)~ ~ fi~] for all v e {1 ..... t} but they do not 
generate new words not belonging to L because of the nonterminals X(i, j, v). 
ThusZ =L(G, ) .  | 
Next we prove a generalization of Lemma 3.2. This result assures the removal 
of an arbitrary matrix m from a matrix form F, without affecting the family Lz°(F), 
if re can be simulated by the other matrices of F in a certain way. We charac- 
terize simulation condition by a definition but first we need auxiliary notation. 
Notation. Let m = [Pl ,...,P~] be a matrix withpi : X i ~ Pi (i = 1,..., n). 
We denote 
Q%R 
if there exist words Q1 and Qz such that Q = QIXiQ2 and R = Q1PiQ2. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let F = (VN, Vr ,  M, S) be a matrix form and re = 
[ Pl .... , Phi with Pi : X~ ~ P~ and XiPi in (VN W Vr) + (i = 1,..., n) a matrix. 
We say that the matrix re can be generated by the matrices of M if there exist in M 
matrices ma, re 2 .... , re~, where re i = [p(i, 1),p(i, 2) .... , p(i, n(i))l and p(i, j)  : 
X( i , j )  --* P( i , j )  (i = 1,..., n , j  = 1,.,, n(i)), satisfying the conditions 
(1) X 1 = X(1, 1 ) '~1)p(1 ,  1) = Q(1, 1)P(~ 2) Q(1, 2)#("~ 3) • 
b(1,.(1)) ~ Q(2, 1) ~ "'" ~ Q(rl, q) -~ P1, Q(1, n(1)) (~1) p(2,2) P(rl,tl) 
1 <~r 1 <~l, 1 ~t  1 <n( r l ) ,  
(2) X 2 X(r l ,  t 1 -+- 1) p( ,~+l )p (q ,  tl @ 1) Q(rx, t~ + 1) ~(n,tt+2) 
p(ra,t~) 
Q(r~, t~) = P~, rl ~< r~ ~< l, 1 ~< t~ < n(r~), 
(n) X~ X(r~_x, t,~_l + 1) P(rn-l'tc~-l+l) = ~ P( r . _ l ,  t . _ l  + ]) = Q(r .  1, t~ 1 + 1) 
P(rn_l,tn_l+2) p(l,n(O) 
• . .  ~ Q( l ,n (O)=P. ,  
r~_ 1 <~ r~ = l, 1 ~ tn = n(1). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let F = (V  N , Vr , M, S) and F'  = (VN , VT , M U (re), S) 
be reatrix forres. I f the matrix re can be generated by the matrices of M then F and 
if' are equivalent. 
Proof. We use the notation of Definition 3.2 and suppose that the matrix 
re =- [Pl .... ,p~] can be generated by the matrices re1, re 2 ,..., ret of M. The 
proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2. We first construct he generation 
trees of/)1,  P2 ,..., P~ with roots X 1 , X 2 ,..., Xn and label the nodes which are 
not leaves by the corresponding X(i, j) 's. 
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Let L- - - -L(Gf)  be an arbitrary language in &°(F') and /z'(m)(5 iV/I, ---- 
{ [ j~  __+ fi{, .... &~ _+/5~] ] v = 1,..., t}. Let v E {1,..., t} be an arbitrary fixed 
numbe~. We now define the set {m~l i = 1,..., I}. In every production p(i, j) :  
X ( i , j )  -+ P( i , j )  of each matrix m~ with i in {1,..., l} we replace X( i , j )  = Y by 
(1) 3~1~ ~ if X( i , j )  is the label of the root of the generation tree of Ph 
(2) Yh(i, j ,  v) if X( i , j )  is the label of some node other than the root in the 
generation tree of Ph • 
If  P( i , j )  is empty it is not changed. Now let P( i , j )  = ~1~2 "" O~s(i,j) . Each ~r, 
1 ~ r ~ s(i, j ) ,  is replaced as follows. Let ~r = fl appear in the generation tree 
of Pt~. I f  ~r is a node labeled by X( i ' , j ' )  then it is replaced by fih(i',j', v). If  ~ 
is the ruth leaf (without counting the nodes labeled by h) then it is replaced by the 
ruth letter of/5t~. These replacements are made for every v in {1,..., t}. The 
substitution/~ is defined by 
/x(a) =/x'(a)  for all a ~ V r 
t~(X) = i~'(X) ~3 {Xn(i, j ,  v) ] h = 1,..., n, i = 1,..., l, j = 1,..., n(i), 
v= 1,...,t} for all XEV N. 
Then I = (/z,/z(VN) , Vrl, , M1,  S f )  with 
M i = (Mr  --  t~'(m)) t3 {mi ~ ] v = 1,..., t, i = 1,..., l} 
is an interpretation of F satisfying the condition L = L(GI). | 
The conditions 1 ~< tj < n(rj) ( j  = 1,..., n - -  1) are necessary. Let us, for 
instance, examine the matrix forms F = ({S), {a), {ml, m2) , S) and F '=  
({S}, {a}, {ml, m e , m~}, S), where m 1 = [S -+ SS], m 2 = [S --~ a], and m a = 
[S -+ SS ,  S --+ a]. Now there are derivations S =>".1 SS  and S =>,*2 a. Here 
n = 2, r 1 = 1, and t 1 = n(1) = 1 so that the required condition t 1 < n(rl) 
is not satisfied. Now -W(F) clearly equals the family of all A-free context-free 
languages ~CCcF , but ~(F ' )  ~ ~qOcF. This is seen by examining the interpretation 
G I =(gNx,  Vr I ,M I ,S1)  of F ' ,  where S 1= S and M/={[S-+S4Ss]  ,
I S  4 -->- 8182] , I S  5 ---+ S3Sc] , I S  1 ~ S1Sa,  S e ----> c], IS  2 --~ S2Sb,  S a ~ a], 
[S 8 ~ SaSc,  S b --+ b], [S b -+ b], [S 1 -+ a], [S~ ~ b], IS a --+ c], [S a -+ c]}. It is 
easy to verify that L(GI) = {a~b~c n ] n >~ 1}. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let F ~ (VN,  Vr,  M, S) and F '  = (V) ,  VT,  M' ,  S)  be 
matrix forms such that every matrix m' of M '  can be generated by the matrices of M.  
' C Then £ f (F  ) _ ~(F ) .  
Pro@ Let us examine the matrix form F = (V•, Vr ,  M tAM',  S). By 
Theorem 3.5 ~-q°(F) = oW(F). Clearly oW(F') _C .W(F) since M '  _C M w M' .  II 
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4. COMPLETENESS AND REDUCTION RESULTS 
In this section we study the conditions for a matrix form F to generate all 
matrix languages. The family of languages generated by )~-free context-free 
matrix grammars is denoted by JC{, and the family of languages generated by all 
context-free matrix grammars is denoted by jga. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A matrix form F is called complete if 5~(F) = d¢ 'a and 
complete (mod A) if 5f(F) ~ ~ ' .  
LEMMA 4.1. For every matrix form F = (VN , Vr , M,  S) there exists an 
equivalent matrix form F'  = (V'~ , V T , M ' ,  S) such that every matrix m' ~ M'  
is of one of the forms [A ~ BC], [A ~ B, C --+ D], [A -+ a], or [A --~ A], where 
A, B, C, and D belong to V' N and a is in Vr • 
Proof. By Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we can assume that every matrix 
m of M is of the form [A ---> a], [A --+ ;~], [A --~ BC], [A -+ P1, B --~ P~], or 
[A --+ B], where P1 and P~ are nonterminal words such that 1 ~ I P i I  ~< 2 for 
all i = 1, 2. Now let m = [A 1 --+ Q1, B1 --~ Qe] be a matrix of M not of the 
form [A --~ B, C ---> D]. Let X% X% Y% and Z ~ be new nonterminal symbols. 
I f  Q1 = C1 then I Q~ ] = 2 and we can replace the matrix m == [A 1 --+ C1, 
B1 ---> Q2] by the matrices [A 1 ~ C1, B 1 ~ Z ~n] and [Z "~ --+ Q2]. 
I f  Q1 = C1D1 then I Q~ I can be either 1 or 2. 
(1) Let us assume that I Qe [ = I. We have now four possibilities. 
(a) C 1 :/= B1, D 1 :/: B 1 . The matrix m = [A 1 --~ C1D1, B 1 ~ Q2] is 
replaced by the matrices [A 1 ~ X% B 1 ~ Q2] and [X ~ ---> C1D1]. 
(b) C 1 = B 1 , D 1 =/= B 1 . We replace the matrix m = [A 1 -~ B1D 1 , 
B1 ---> Q2] by the matrices [A l --~ X~Y~] ,  [X  "~ -+ B 1 , B 1 -+ Z~], [Y'~---~ D1, 
Z- '  ~ Q~]. 
(c) C 1 ~ B1, D 1 = B 1. The matrix m = [A 1 -+ C1B I ,B  1--~Q~] is 
replaced by the matrices [A 1 --+ XmYm], [Y~ -+ B 1 , B 1 --+ Z~], [X ~ --+ C 1 , 
Z ~ ~ 93]. 
(d) C I=D 1 =B 1. The matrix m= [A I~B1B 1,B  1--~Q2] is 
replaced by the matrices [A~ ~ X~X~],  [X ~ --+ B~, B~--~ Z~], and [X 'n --+ B~, 
Z~ ~ Q~]. 
(2) Let us then assume that [Q2I = 2. We now have the same four 
possibilities as we had in the preceding case. We only have to replace every word 
Q2 in the replacing matrices of (1) by 3~ and then add the matrix [ )~ ~ Q2]. 
Now the replacing matrices are of the desired forms and it can also be shown 
easily that the new matrix form is equivalent to F. Using the same procedure 
with respect o all matrices m of M which are of the form [A ~ Pa,  B ~ P2] 
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but not of the form [A -+ B, C -+ D] we obtain a matrix form _F such that 
54~(/~) ~ 5f(F)  and every matrix o f f  is of the form [A -+ a], [A --, A], [A ~ BC], 
[A--~ B, C -+ D], or [A -+ B]. Now let m = [.41 ~ B1] be a matrix of F 
which is of the form [A ~ B]. We replace m by the matrix [A 1 ~ Y% Y~--~ BI], 
where Y'* is a new nonterminal. Clearly -P is equivalent with the new matrix 
form. In the same way we replace every matrix m of P which is of the form 
[A -+ B]. Thus we finally get the desired matrix form F'. | 
LEMMA 4.2. For every matrix form F = (VN , Vr , M, S) there exists an 
equivalent matrix form F' =- (V'  N , VT , M',  S) such that every matrix m' E M '  
is of the form [A --+ B, C --+ DE], [.4 --~ a], or [A --+ A], where A, B, C, D, and E 
belong to V~ and a is in Vr . 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 we can suppose that every matrix m of M is of the 
form [d --+ BC], IX --+ B, C -+ D], [A -+ a], or [d  --+ A]. We now replace 
every matrix m = [A 1 --+ B1C1] of the form [A --+ BC] by the matrix [A 1 --~ X% 
X TM --'* B1C1], where X ~ is a new nonterminal. Besides that we replace every 
matrix m = [A 1 ~ B 1 , C t --~ D~] which is of the form [A -~ B, C -+ D] by the 
matrices [A 1 --+ B1, C 1 --~ D1Z m] and [Z "~ -+ A], where Z ~ is a new non- 
terminal. | 
LEMMA 4.3. For every matrix form F = (VN, Vr ,  M, S) there exists an 
equivalent matrix form F'  = (V~ , VT , M',  S) such that every matrix m' ~ M'  
is of the form [A ~ BC, D --~ E], [A --~ a], or [A --+ h], where A, B, C, D, and E 
are nonterminals and a is a terminal letter. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 we can suppose that every matrix m of M is of the 
form [A ~ BC], [A ~ B, C --+ D], [A -+ a], or [A --~ h]. We replace every 
matrix m = [A 1 --+ B1C1] of the form [A --+ BC] by the matrix [A 1 -+ B1X m, 
X ~ --+ C1] , where X m is a new nonterminal. Also every matrix m = [A 1 ~ B1, 
C 1 --+ D1] of the form [A--+ B, C -~ D] is replaced by the matrices 
[A 1 ~ B1Z ~, C 1 --+ Da] and [Z m -+ A], where Z ~ is a new nonterminal. | 
THEOREM 4.1. The matrix forms 
V 1 = ({S}, {a}, {[S -~ SS], [S ~ S, S -~ S], [S -+ a], [S ~ A]}, X), 
F 2 = ({S}, {a}, {IS -+ S, S --+ SS], IS ~ a], [S --~ h]}, S), 
and 
F~ = ({s}, {a}, {IS ~ ss ,  S -~ s], [s  ~ a], [S -~ @, S) 
are complete and the matrix form 
F 4 = ({S}, {a}, {[S ~ SS], [S --+ S, S --~ S], [S --+ a]}, S) 
is complete (mod A). 
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Proof. We show the completeness of F 1 . The other matrix forms can be 
treated similarly. 
Let L ~ jga be an arbitrary matrix language and G ~ (VN, VT, M, S) a 
matrix grammar such that L = L(G). This G is an interpretation of the matrix 
form/v  = (Vn ,  Vr ,  M, S). By Lemma 4.1 there exists a matrix form F '  = 
(V~r, Vr ,  M',  S) such that ~(F )  = ~CP(T") and the matrices of 2~' are of the 
forms [A -+ BC], [A ~ B, C --* D], [A -~ a], and [A --~ h]. Clearly now Gp, 
is an interpretation ofF~. Because ~(f f )  = ~(F ' )  there exists an interpretation 
I = (tz, Vm,  VT~, M, ,  S~) of F '  such that L =L(Gx).  By Theorem 2.1(ii) 
G l is also an interpretation o f f  1 . Thus L ~ ~(F1). 
When showing the completeness (mod A) ofF~, we observe that in Lemma 4.1 
we have matrices of the form [A --~ hi in the matrix set M '  o fF '  only if there are 
matrices with productions of the form A'  ~ h in M. | 
THEOREM 4.2. There does not exist a complete matrix form with only one matrix. 
Proof. Let us assume that the matrix form F = (Vn, Vr ,  {m}, S) is com- 
plete. Clearly we can generate in Gr only a finite number of terminal words with 
a unique length. Thus every language L G ~(F)  can contain only a finite number 
of words with this length. So F cannot be complete. | 
Now we have shown that there exist complete matrix forms with three 
matrices but there are no complete matrix forms with only one matrix. It is 
natural to ask whether there exist complete forms with two matrices. The ques- 
tion is open for the present. I f  we change the mechanism of interpretation then 
we can answer positively. Let us allow in Definition 2.3/z(a) to be a finite subset 
of ~T U {h} (or ~¢r,) for every a ~ FT. 
Thus for instance the matrix form F = ({S}, {a}, M, S) with M ---- {[S ~ S, 
S --+ SS], [S ~ a]} is complete. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G = (VN, V r , M, S) be a matrix grammar with 
V N ={A1,A  2, . . .A.},  S=A: ,  and M={m a,...,m~}, where mi= [pa t, 
P2 ~ ..... P~(i)] for every i=  1 .... , k  and p i :A / __~p/  for every i=  1 ..... k 
and j  = 1 ..... r(i). For every matrix m i and every nonterminal Aj we define 
k j  i i i i i i i A~(O), "'" Pr(i)) -- = lA~(P1 P2 IA~(AI A2 "'" 
where 1A(co ) denotes the number of occurrences of A in co. 
THEOREM 4.3. If a matrix form F = (V  n , Vr ,  31, S) with V N = {A1, 
A z .... , A~} and S = A I is complete then 
(1) M contains a matrix m the last production of which is of the form 
A ~ R, where A G VN and R E VT*, 
(2) M contains a matrix with at least two productions, 
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(3) M contains at least one matrix m i such that kji ~ O for everyj  = 1,..., n 
and there exists a number jo ~ {1,..., n} for which hJo i <~ --1, 
(4) L(GF) must contain a word of length n for each n >~ O, 
(5) M contains at least one matrix mi for which there exists a number 
J0 e {1,..., n} such that kJo i >~ 1. 
Proof. Proofs of (1), (2), (3), and (4) are obvious. Let us prove (5). By 
Stotskij (1972) and Cremers and Mayer (1974) the languageL = {ancb m ] n >/O, 
1 ~ m ~ 2 ~} is in dZ a. Let G be an arbitrary matrix grammar such thatL(G) = L. 
It  can be shown thatL contains aword P such that in the derivation of Paccording 
to G there exists a word Q, where the number of occurrences of nonterminals 
is greater than 1: Now if hji <~ 0 for each matrix mi of M and for eachj  = 1,..., n 
then the number of occurrences of nonterminals can never become greater 
than 1 in any derivation according to GI, G1 ~ N(F). So there must be a matrix 
mi in M and jo in {1 .... , n} such that hJo ~ > 0. | 
THEOREM 4.4. The matrix form F = (V N , Vr , M,  S) is complete if we can 
generate the matrices [S --~ a], [S --~ A], and at least one of the matrices [S --~ S S, 
S --~ S] and [S --~ S, S --~ SS] by the matrices of M. 
Proof. The matrix forms F '  = ({S}, {a}, M' ,  S) and F" = ({S}, {a}, M", S) 
with M '  = {[S -+ a], [S --~ A], [S -+ as ,  S ~ S]} and M" = {[S ~ a], [S ~ a], 
IS ~ S, S --~ SS]} are complete by Theorem 4. t. I f  we can generate the matrices 
of M '  or M" by the matrices of M then by Corollary 3.1 ~°(F') _C ~q~(F) or 
~(F" )  C_ ~(F) .  Thus F is complete because 5~(F') = 5~(F") =dd a. | 
THEOREM 4.5. The matrix form F = (VN , Vr , M, S) is complete if  we can 
generate by the matrices of M the matrices [S--+ a], [S--~ A], [S--+ SS], and 
[S --+ S, S --~ S]. I f  we can generate by the matrices of M the matrices [S --+ a], 
[S ~ SS], and IS --+ S, S --~ S] then F is complete (rood 2). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 the matrix form F '  = ({S}, {a}, M' ,  S) with M '  = 
{[S ~ S, S ~ S], [S --+ SS], [S ~ a], [S -+ A]} is complete and the matrix 
formF"  = ({S}, {a}, M", S) with M" = {IS ~ a], IS -+ SS], IS -+ S, S -+ S]} 
is complete (rood A). Using Corollary 3.1 we conclude that ~(F )= ~a or 
~(F )  = ~.  I 
Open Questions 
(1) Is the matrix form F 1 = ({S}, {a}, ([S --~ S, S --~ SS], [S --~ a]}, S) 
complete (mod A) ? 
(2) Is the matrix form F 2 -= ({S), (a}, {[S --~ SSS,  S -~ a], [S --~ it]}, S) 
complete ?
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5. CLOSURE PROPERT IES  
In this section we examine the closure properties of the language family ~(F )  
for an arbitrary matrix form F. 
THEOI~M 5.1. For each matrix form F the language family ~f(F) is closed 
under intersection by regular sets. 
Proof. By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we may suppose that every matrix of F 
containing terminal etters or h is of the form [A --+ a] or [A ~ h], where A is 
a nonterminal symbol. Let G 1 = (V  m , Vr l ,  M1,  S,) be an arbitrary inter- 
pretation of F and x{ -= (K, VT1,3, P0, Q) a finite automaton. We construct an 
interpretation G 2 = (VNA , VT1, 2142, $1) ofFsuch  thatL(GA) ~ L(G1) t~ T(A). 
Let VN~ = {$1} U {(p, A, q) [ p, q e K, n e Vm} and 
3//2 = {[S~ -+ (Po, B~ °, P~°)(Pl°, B2 °, p o) ... (Pn(1)-i , 0  Bn(1)° , q), 
B 1 . l~t. i i (P~,  A1 ,  ql) --->" (P l ,  1 ,  i'O1 )(.Pl , B1 ,  P ; )  • " Bn(2) (P,(2)-1, , ql) ..... 
(p~ & , q~) ~ (p~ , B ~ ~ , 1 , P l~) (P i  ~, B2 k, p2 k) ... (p (~)_~ , B~(~), qk)] [ 
[S  1 BlOBAO ... 0 1 k B~(x) A 1 -+ BllB~ 1 "" B~e ) A~ -+ BlkB2 ~ , ,..., "'" Bn(k)]  
eMl ,qeQ} 
k..) {[S 1 ----> a] i [S1 ~ a] 6 M1,  a 6 T(-#)} 
U {[S 1 ~ A] [ [S~ --~ A] e M a , h e T(A)} 
k.) {[(Pl, i l ,  ql) -+ (P l ,  BI ' ,  pll)(Pl 1, B21 pal) ... 1 , Bn(1 )1  (Pn(1)-i , q i )  . . . . .  
(Pl: , Ak  , qtc) --~ (P?~ , B1 Ic, Plt~)(Pl k, B~ k, p k) ... (Pn(k)- l  B,(k)k , q~)] [ 
1 k [A~ -+ B~aB2 ~ ... B~(~) .... , Ak -+ BlkB2 k ''" B~(k)] e 341} 
W {[(p, A, q) ~ a] ] [A --+ a] e Ma,  3(p, a) ---- q} 
u if(p, A, q) ~ A] I [A -~ A]e M1, P = q}. 
Clearly now G2 is an interpretation o f f  and L(GA) = L(G1) n T(A). | 
The language family ~°(F) does not have strong closure properties. Let us 
examine, for instance, the matrix form F1 = ({S}, {a, b}, {[S --+ ab]}, S). Then 
L 1 = {ab} and L 2 = {ba} belong to £¢(Fa) but L t k) L 2 = {ab, ba} 6 £f(F1). Thus 
£f(F1) is not closed under union. It is also easy to see that ~(F1) is closed neither 
under catenation and catenation closure nor under homomorphism and inverse 
homomorphism. Consider finally the matrix form F2 = ({S}, {a}, {[S -+ SS], 
[S ~ a]}, S). Since ~(F~) is the family of A-free context-free languages we know 
that 5¢(F2) is closed neither under intersection or under complementation. 
THEOREM 5.2. For each matrix form F the language family 5P(F) is closed 
under catenation if we can generate the matrix [S ~ SS] by the matrices ofT'. 
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Proof. Let L 1 and L~ be arbitrary languages of A°(F) and 11 = ( .1 ,  VN1, 
Vr l ,  21//1, $1) and 12 = ( .2 ,  VN2, Vr2, M2, $2) interpretations of F such that 
L 1 = L(G1:) and L 2 = E(G~). Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
VN:n VN2 = ~.  The matrix form F '  =(VN,  Vr ,MU{[S- -+SS]} ,S )  is 
equivalent to F by Lemma 3.2. Furthermore I 1 and I 2 are interpretations o fF ' .  
We construct an interpretation 13 = ( .~,  VN3 , Vra, Ma,  Sa) of F '  such that 
LIL ~ = L(G13 ). Let S 3 be a new nonterminal, i.e., S a ¢ V~zl u VN2 . Let 
.3 (8 )  = .1 (S)  k_) .2 (S )  t,,) {$3} '
for each ~ G (V N - -  {S}) u V r and 
M. = M1 v M~ u {[& -~ SlS~]}. 
Now clearly L(G,~) = L1L z . Since L(Gz~) e 5~(F') and ~(F ' )  = 5~(f), we have 
THEOREM 5.3. Let F = (VN , Vr , M, S) be a matrix form such that, for 
some a G Vr ,  a i is in L(Gv) for all i -= O, 1, 2 , . . .  The language family ~(F )  
is closed under arbitrary homomorphism if, for every matrix m ~ M containing 
terminal etters, we can generate, by the matrices of M, a matrix obtained from m 
by replacing every terminal letter by S. 
Proof. Let us assume that m 1 , m 2 ,..., me are all of the matrices of M which 
t t t 
contain terminal letters. Let ml,  mz,..., m t be the matrices obtained from 
ml ,  m2 ,..., ms by replacing every terminal etter by S. By Theorem 3.5 we can 
¢ 
suppose that m'l, re'z,..., m t are in M. 
Let L E ~,W(F) be an arbitrary language and i = ( , ,  VNx , Vr l ,  Mr ,  St) an 
interpretation of F such that L(GI) = L. Let h be an arbitrary homomorphism 
from V* I into VT* defined by h(ai) = Pi for every ai ~ {al .... , at} = Vr, .  
Since aJ EL(Gv) for all j = 0, 1, 2 ..... there are in Gv derivations S :>* aEPJl 
for a l l j  = 1,..., r. By Lemma 3.2 we can suppose that the matrices IS -+ alPJl] 
are in Mfor  every j  = 1,..., r. 
We now construct an interpretation I '=  ( , ' ,  V~rl', V r l ,  Mr ,  St') of F 
such thatL(G, , )  =h(L) .  Let . ' (a )  = Vr ,  . ' (b) =- Z for all b~Vr ,  b @a,  
/~'(A) = . (A )  for all A ~ VN, A @ S, and . ' (S )  = . (S )  w {S 1 .... , St}, where 
S: ,..., S r are new nonterminal symbols. Let 
Mx, = (M, - -  O . (mi ) )u  {[Si-+ Pi] , i = 1 .... ,r} k_) ]lTI, , 
i=1 
where 2~ I is the set of the matrices obtained from the matrices of M r n (U~=~.(m~)) 
by replacing every ai by Si for all i = 1,..., r. I f  we choose $1' = St then clearly 
L(GI,) = h(L). I 
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